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ents referred to by the defendants, nor of the testimony of the wit-
nesses, expert and nonexpert, who have been examined on either
side of this controversy. It is sufficient to say that in my judg-
ment the German Laueza bag, the French Keller bag, and the
English Victoria bag, with its variations, as shown in the King and
Allen bags, are clear anticipations of all that the complainant con-
tends is covered by the claims now in issue. There may be found,
by an examination approaching the microscopic, that the complain-
ant has made some alterations or modifications. It would be al-
most unprecedented if he had not. But the changes made plainly
involve the exercise of ordinary mechanical skill only, and hence
cannot lift the action of the complainant to the dignity of inven-
tion. A very careful consideration of the evidence given by the
single witness produced by the complainant to support his conten-
tion has failed to shake or weaken this conclusion; and upon this
ground, then,-the lack of patentable novelty,-I must hold that
complainant's letters patent, so far, at least, as these claims are
concerned, are void, and that his bill of complaint must be dis-
missed.

NARAMORE v. CAROONE BARKE'r :MANUF'O CO. et at., (two cases.)

(Circuit Court, D. New Jersey. April 21, 1893.)

PA.TENTS FOR INVENTIONS-INFRINGEMENT-HARNESS PADS.
Claim 1 of letters patent No. 302,548, issued Juiy 29, 1884, to Dorr &

'l1amplin, is for a harne,ss pad in which the wool of the sheep or other ani-
mal is incorporated willi a fabric backing in of the skin. Claim 2
of letters pa.tent No. 423,797, issued Ma.rch 19, 18BO, to Henry L. Nara-
more, is for practically the same thing, except that claim is limited
to a backing having secured thereto "tufts of unspun wool or hair • • •
in the form of doubled uncut loops." Helr! that, in view of the prior state
of the art, these claims, if valid at all, must be strictly construed, and
are not infringed by a pad made under the Cahoone patent, No. 402,719,
and consisting of a broad skein or web of material made fiat, and joined
to a woven fabric or backing by rows of stitching, the material used
being "spun" wool.

In Equity. Suits by Henry L. Naramore against the Cahoone Bar-
net Manufucturing Company and others for infringement of a
patent. Bills dismissed.
Church & Church, for complainant.
E. H. Brown, for defendants.

GREEN, District Judge. These two suits in equity were brought
against the defendants, the one to restrain them from infringing
letters patent No. 302,548, granted July 29, 1884, to Oscar L. Don
and Thomas J. Tamplin for certain new and useful improvements
in harness pads; and the other to restrain the same defendants
from infringing letters patent No. 423,797, dated March 19, 1890,
granted to Henry L. Naramore, also for an improvement in harness
pads. The Dorr & Tamplin patent was duly assigned to the com-
plainant, Naramore, on or about .June 7, 1886: The invention
claimed to have been made jointly by them is said to "consist in an
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imitation sheepskin pad, in which the wool of the sheep, or it might
be other animal, is incorporated with a fabric backing or holder in
place of the skin." The object of Mr. Naramore's invention is said
to be "to provide an improvement in the harness pad shown and de-
scribed in United States letters patent No. 302,548, granted to Dorr
& Tamplin July 29, 1884;" and in reference to the invention itselt
the patentee says: "By my improvement objections met with in the
use of the aforesaid harness pad are overcome, said improvement
consisting of a pad comprising a backing or ground fabric, prefera-
bly of coarsely woven cloth, having tufts of unspun wool or hair se-
cured to it in the form of doubled uncut loops." The claims in-
fringed are said to be the first of the Dorr & Tamplin patent, and
the second of the Naramore patent. They are as follows:
(1) Dorr & 'l'amplin Patent: "In a harness pad, the combination, with a

piece of woven fabric, A, forming a b:lCking or bolder, of the double tufts, B,
incorporated as Ehown with said holder, and ess('ntially as described."

eo!) Karamore Pntent: '''1'he leathern or other harness support, in combina-
tion with a harm·ss pad, cOllsisting of the backing or ground fabrics securerl
to said support, the ground fabrics having tufts of unsplln wool or hair se-
cured thereto in the form of doubled uncut loops, as set forth."
Upon comparison of these claims it appears that they are practi-

cally identical, except that in the Naramore patent the claim is
limited to a specific form of "tUfts," which must be of "doubled
uncut loops," and to a special character of material to be used, to
wit, "unspun wool or hair." Upon the argument it was forcibly con-
tended that both of these patents were invalid, because they dis-
closed neither invention nor patentable novelty. Without express-
ing any opinion as to this defense, it is sufficient to say that, in
view of the state of the art, either admitted or clearly and satisfac-
torily proved, the claims of the letters patent in controversy must
be strictly construed; and, when so construed, the "harness pad"
manufactured by the defendants under the Cahoone patent, No.
402,719, cannot be held to be an infringement. Clearly it exhibits
nothing which can properly be described as "tufts," but rather, in
its completed form, presents a surface composed of a broad skein or
web of material made fiat, and joined to a woven fabric as a back-
ing by rows of stitching; while the material itself used is "spun"
wool, a very different article from the "unspun wool or hair" of the
complainant's pads. These differences are essential in character,
and carry the pad of the defendant beyond the region covered and
appropriated by the letters patent in controversy.
The bill of complaint in each case must be dismissed.

STOKES BROS. l\IANUF'G CO. v. HELLER et aL
(Circuit Court, D. New Jersey. May 16, 1893.)

PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-INFRINGEMENT-INSPECTION OF WORKS.
In a suit to restrain alleged infringement of patents for rasps and files,

and the prOC2SS and machinery for making the same, plaintiffs failed, for
more than six months after the answer was filed, to take any CVit1Pll"i"
and then applied for an order that they be allowed to inspect fully de-
fendants' factory. Defendants denied infringement, and alleged that for
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